How to correctly soak
OASIS® Floral Foam Maxlife Bricks...

Single Brick

OASIS® Floral Foam Maxlife is made to stay
wet, hold your flowers in place, and keep them
fresh.
You’ve built your reputation on beautiful
arrangements. We’ve built ours on quality and
consistent performance — brick by brick.
1. Use the “float soak” method and
place the floral foam brick (or any
portion of it) onto the top of a solution
of fresh water and Floralife® Flower
Food.

Multiple Bricks

1. Use the “float soak” method and
place the bricks evenly apart onto the
top of a solution of fresh water and
Floralife® Flower Food.

2. Always float soak your brick logo side
up in a large, deep container allowing
the water to circulate freely around and
into the brick. A container which can
hold water that is double the depth of a
brick is ideal.

3. Let the floral foam absorb the water
until it rests at the surface or sinks to
the bottom of the soaking container.

2. Always float soak your bricks logo
side up in a large, deep container
allowing the water to circulate freely
around and into each of the bricks. A
container which can hold water that is
double the depth of a brick is ideal.

3. Be patient! Wait until all bricks are
fully soaked before removing as ripples
in the water can ride over the bricks
and cause dry spots.

The CHOICE of PROFESSIONALS

There may be other green bricks that hold
water, but there’s no substitute for OASIS®
Brand Floral Foams.
That’s why it’s important to make sure that you
are soaking your OASIS® Floral Foam Maxlife
bricks correctly in order to get maximum
benefit for your flowers.

How NOT to soak
OASIS® Floral Foam Maxlife Bricks...
Single Brick

1. Never plunge or push bricks under
the water.

2. Plunging allows air bubbles to get
trapped preventing the floral foam from
soaking fully.

Multiple Bricks

3. If the bricks have not been soaked
correctly dry spots will appear within
the floral foam prohibiting the transfer
of water from the foam to flower
stems.

Learn how to get the most out of
OASIS® Floral Foam Maxlife.

Scan the following QR Code to access
supporting video footage on our YouTube
‘Fresh Channel’ (QR Reader APP required).
1. Don’t rush! Make sure that the
container used to soak bricks is large
enough and deep enough to allow the
water to circulate freely around and
into the bricks.

2. Avoid piling the bricks on top of each
other as this could affect the bricks
abilitly to fully soak.

The CHOICE of PROFESSIONALS

3. If the bricks have not been given
enough time and space to absorb
water fully then dry spots will appear
within the floral foam prohibiting the
transfer of water from the foam to
flower stems.

Alternatively visit YouTube and search
OASISFloralUK.

